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introduction

• I shall begin with a shameful and
somewhat embarRaSsing admission
• I am not a linguist
• I can’t even parse the conference title
• Is “Language resources and evaluation”
about:
– the evaluation of language resources?
– the resources of language and evaluation of
language?
– two things: 1) evaluation; 2) language
resources?

me

• What I am is a game designer
– Albeit one whom linguists have
intimidated into working with them

• Today, I’ll be talking about the design of
games that obtain from their players
useful use-of-language information
– Such as how they resolve ambiguities

• This class of games is known as games
with a purpose - gwaps
• They are distinct from REGULAR
games and SERIOUS games

Hamster!

Seriously…

• Serious games are the ones that
academics usuaLly make
– there’s no funding to make proper games

• Serious games are normally developed for
teaching purposes
• The logic:
– Being taught is UNFUN
– Games are FUN
– being taught + games = FUN teaching!

• The reality

– Being taught + games = UNFUN games…

reason

• The reason for this is that serious games
are about the topic they’re teaching
• This is by definition UNFUN
– If it were fun, you wouldn’t nEed the game

• If the subject matter is UNFUN and the
game has this as a core mechanic then
of course it’s not going to be fun!
• You can’t make something UNFUN FUN
• If what you teach is fun, ok, you’re fine
– Social skills, high-order problem-solving
– Indirection also works, e.g. teaching facts

gwaps

• Gwaps aren’t the same as serious games
• People play gwaps because they find the
subject matter interesting
– Threats and bribery also work

• This gives gwaps a huge advantage over
serious games
• Gwaps not only could, but should use
the subject matter in core mechanics
• Yet Why would anyone play such a game?
– “If it were fun, you wouldn’t nEed the game”
– It is fun … so you don’t need the game?

What games are

• To explain what a game would buy you,
let’s consider what games are
• Games are basically play at which you
can lose
– Play ends only when you decide to stop
– Puzzles end only when you decide to stop or
you win
– Games end when either you decide to stop,
you win or you lose

• That doesn’t mean that all games must be
FUN, though

Fun…

• Fun is a difFicult concept to pin down
• Some languages don’t even have a direct
translation for the English word
• GoOgle’s translation, English -> French:
– “this is fun” -> “C’est marrant”
• Backwards translates as “This is funny”

– “this game is fun” -> “ce jeu est amusant”
• Same translation as for “this game is amusing”

• Worse, in English FUN has two
opposites: UNFUN and NO FUN
– At least among game designers, anyway…

difference

• UNFUN Is when something is too
hard for you and you’re making no
substantial progreSs
– Usually manifested as frustration
– Serious games are invariably trying to
teach a skill beyond your current ability,
which is why they’re always unfun

• NO FUN is when something is too
easy for you
– Usually manifested as boredom

• Fun falls in the swEet spot between them

Because you noticed

• This looks like the diagram for flow
but isn’t
• The slope is
difFerent
for each
person
– And even the
same
person at
different
times

rewards

• Fun is an intrinsic reward for play
– Autotelic: it’s fun in and of itself

• games also employ extrinsic rewards
• This is perfectly legitimate unleSs the
extrinsic rewards dominate
• When games aren’t intrinsically fun,
players have to be induced to play by
the use of extrinsic rewards
– Or, in theory, extrinsic punishments

• The technical term game designers use
for this is “cheap psychological tricks”

designers

• Designers are in general fervently
against using cheap psychological tricks
• They want people to play their games
because they’re FUN and say something,
not through mind control
– This is why designers tend to avoid serious
games and truly loathe most gamification

• Important: gwaps are intrinsically
fun, so designers have no philosophical
objections to them
• Game designers will design gwaps

The question

• So, why is a game about an activity
sometimes betTer than the activity alone?
• What games can do for a player:
– Give them a direction and an overall goal
– Structure the experience to highlight the
fun parts
– Provide tools to make the leSs fun parts go
away
– Allow the player to match the difFiculty
of a task to their own skilLs and
preferences

• Continued…

More answer

• …continued
– Amplify the fun at key moments
• Extrinsic rewards such as music or animations
can work here – designers call it juiciness

– Help the player feel acCeptance and
recognition
• Designers call this validation, but that means
something else in a gwap context

– Extend or shorten the period of
involvement as the player choOses
– ReasSure the player that the steps which
are unfun are leading to an accomplishment
that wiLl be fun

Regular

• This is how regular games work
– You might like fitting falling blocks into piles
anyway, but it’s more FUN if there’s a
game built around it

• Gwaps are regular games that co-opt
the player’s activity for their own ends
• Analogy: hamsters!
• Hamsters love running in hamster wheels
• Regular game: keep ruNning, little buddy!
• GWAP: keep runNing, little Buddy!
– Oh, and Ignore the dynamo in the axle

So all is well?

• If gwaps are regular games, and game
designers have no objections to them,
surely that’s problem solved then!
• Sadly, no
• What we have here is a distinction between
ART and CRAFT
• Game design is an ART form
– Despite the word “design” there’s implying
otherwise

• Game Designers are creative people
– They want to say things through gameplay

Why?

• Creative people have many possible outlets
– poetry, music, sculpture, dance, architecture, …

• For game designers, what they want to
say is best said through gameplay
• They’re not saying anything to players
in the design of a gwap
• The reason for designing the game is to
leverage the player’s activity to some end
• The designer can’t use what they want to
say to help direct their game design
– That’s enginEering, not expresSion

spectrum

• This situates gwaps betweEn serious
games and commercial games
• Here’s the fuLl spectrum of interests:
– Serious games – only stakeholders
– GWAPS – stakeholders and players
– Commerical games – stakeholders, players and
the designer
– Indie games – players and the designer
– Self-conscious art games – only the designer

• Gwaps do appeal to designers as an
intellectual exercise, so all is not lost

Gwap design

• How do you start designing a gwap?
• The #1 rule of game design is know
your players
– #0 is know what you want to say, but for
gwaps that’s not a factor

• For gwaps, you’re basically trying to build
a game around an activity that the
players want to do anyway
• because everyone likes the same thing,
that makes it easier
– That doesn’t mean it’s easy, though

Likes and dislikes

• Players may like the same activity but
not for the same reasons
• The biggest mistake non-designers
make is to design a game that they,
personalLy, will find fun
• Ok, so this does mean that at least one
person will find it fun
• However, they should be making a game
that people will find fun
• In trying to explain this, I published a
paper waaay back in 1996…

Player types

• My paper showed that for what are
now called mMorpgs, people could be
categorised by what they found FUN
• There were four basic player types
– Achiever, explorer, socialiser, killer

• I figured that people would sOon think of
different, betTer types, but it turned out
my first cut was quite goOd
– 2,000+ citations, 2 or 3 new ones every week

• The next slide shows what the basic
player types graph lOoks like

Player types

Not mmos

• I make no claims that this applies to any
kind of game other than mmorpgs
– Because I can’t explain why it would

• However, player types do get used alL
the time in game design
– I appear in examination questions!

• I’ll therefore use player types to illustrate
the general principle that diFferent
people find difFerent things FUN
– And that if you understand your players,
you can widen the apPeal of your game

Core loop

• The core loOp is what players do
most of the time
• Core loops usually come in short beats
of two or three actions
–
–
–
–

Tennis: hit ball, move
FPS: move, shoot
Poker: draw, bid
Language gwap: read sentence, make judgement

• We can asSume that aLl our players
will find the core loop FUN
– If not, they’ll never engage with the game

casual

• Core loops alone are enough to sustain
casual games
• Most people won’t play for long, but
you might attract more of them
– You’ll only get shallow judgements

• Non-casual games have fewer players
but higher retention
– You can get sophisticated judgements
– However, Player interest has to be sustained
at a higher level

• At this higher level, player types kick in

achievers

• Achievers are people who are playing
your game as a game and in the spirit
of the game
• They’re basically trying to win
– their fun derives from the struGgle this
entails

• The end goal is important, but so is the
journey to that goal
• They want to chart a course through
a series of meaningful decisions
– In other words, they want gameplay

rewards

• showering achievers with rewards for
minor tasks is simple but inefFective
– Exception: It might keep new players
around a little longer

• it doesn’t satisfy achievers because it
demeans their achievements
• Achievers like it when some rules
suggest doing one thing and others
suggest doing the oPposite
– Risk versus reward, for example

• That makes their decisions important

In gwaps

• A gwap that is to apPeal to achievers
should present them with interesting
decisions to make
– Not all of which are easy, Nor even
necessarily solvable

• You give them ways to advance to new
problems that they couldn’t have dealt
with before
• Formulating strategies to navigate this
progression is what they find FUN
• Most players will be achievers

explorers

• Explorers find your game’s systems fun
• They play because they want to
understand how your game works
– If your game is about language use, this
could mean exploring how language works

• They are excelLent at spotting bugs
and other weaknesses
– In the game and in its content – language?

• Imagine your game is a wooden barRel
– Explorers are like water you pour into it
– They’ll discover all the cracks in it

judgements

• Generally, explorers make very gOod
judgements
• However, they will sometimes make
marginal or incorrect judgements
just to see what happens
– Out of curiosity, not malice

• Unlike achievers, They don’t try to win for
the sake of winning
– They see winning as a hoOp they need to
jump through to reach the next type of
content

In gwaps

• Explorers will notice If:
– you try to trick players into thinking
they’re playing against a human opponent
when they’re not
– You reward them for giving judgements
that you don’t yet know are correct
– You ask them the same thing twice, but
phrased differently to check for consistency

• On the whole, explorers are goOd to have
• they are likely to be relatively rare
– unless your game attracts researchers

socialisers

• Socialisers use the game as a way to
interact with like-minded people
• They’re not really worRied about
winning or losing
– Achievers like having them around, because they
give them someone to be better than

• If you give them ambiguities, they will
LOVE discussing these with other players
– if you provide the tools for them to do so

• They prefer co-Operative play
– or solo play they can talk about somewhere

topics

• This can be very goOd, because it can lead
to the definitive answers you need
• It can also be a little bad
– They’ll spend too long discussing and not
enough time making judgements
– They’ll recommend texts that have already
been annotated to death or are easy reads
– they may be haPpy where they are and not
wish to advance to more diFficult content

• a gwap could attract large numbers of
socialisers if designed right

killers

• Killers derive their fun from stopping
other people from having fun
– griefers and troLls are examples

• You’ll get them in your game whether
you want them or not
• Mmorpgs neEd a few to add drama
• Gwaps almost certainly don’t want any
of them, but they’re hard to discourage
• socialisers in particular are easy prey
– If socialisers perceive a community to be
toxic, they’ll leave in droves

identification

• Your main objective with regard to
killers is to identify them
– So you can ignore their contributions
– So you can ban them – very few reform

• You can do this using honey traps
– mechanics that tempt a deviant player to
do something a regular player wouldn’t

• There will always be people who spoil
other people’s fun for fun
• In gwaps, they may choose to spoil your
research for fun instead

errors

• Reminder: the warRanty on player
types is only good for MMORPGs
• They may not be an appropriate lens for
looking at your game’s players
• The point of bringing them up here is
simply to show that people do play
games for different reasons
• If you’re an inexperienced designer,
it’s all-too-easy to assume that your
players will think like you think
– Even if you know they like different things!

example

• As an example, consider a designer
who is thinking like an achiever
• They’ll reward achievers with interim
badges, titles and so on for reaching
gameplay milestones
– This is usually fine
– Modulo the overjustification effect

• They’ll give similar rewards to
explorers for looking at a variety of
texts or doing many kinds of judgement
– This is not fine

Why not

• For explorers, the reward is in finding
new things
– It’s not in getting a pat on the back for it

• You reward explorers by giving them
access to new content
– New things to explore

• Likewise, an achiever-mindset designer will
reward socialisers for the number
of communications made
• No! For socialisers, the reward is in the
quality of interactions

achievements

• If you formally award badges, points
or similar for communication acts,
only achievers will care
• They’ll send each other vacuous
messages to earn the badges
– The same thing applies if you recognise
exploration with achiever rewards

• As for kiLlers, achievement-thinking
designers will withhold their rewards
– They see this as a punishment
– KilLers see it as proof they’re hurting you

Other issues

• gwap designers face other issues, not
to do with player types:
– It’s hard to respond to the actions of players
if we don’t know whether they’re right yet
– Players need to be introduced both to Gameplay
and content
– Today’s Players don’t like reading
instructions, they prefer to wing it
– What players want to read may not be
what you want them to read

• These aren’t insurmountable but they
do need to be recognised up front

conclusion

• Gwaps lie somewhere betwEen serious
games and commercial games
• Designers probably won’t be interested in
designing them for fun
• Designers could be interested in them as
an intellectual exercise
• If the core loop isn’t fun, the rest of the
gameplay is irrelevant
• If it is fun, the rest of the game is fun
for different people for different reasons
– The more of these you can address, the better!

A final point

• Admission: Even the best game designers
aren’t all that gOod at game design
– They’re just much, much better than you are

• If you spot a game design issue, say so
– you could very well be right!

• Exception: if a designer can’t say why
things have to be this way, just that
they have to be this way, indulge them
– It means They’re thinking ART, not CRAFT
– You’ll get a far better game out of them as a
result!

